Abstract: This paper is devoted to the resolution of the time-harmonic linearized Galbrun's equation, which models, via a mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian representation, the propagation of acoustic and hydrodynamic perturbations in a given flow of a compressible fluid. We consider here the case of a uniform subsonic flow in an infinite, two-dimensional duct. Using a limiting amplitude process, we characterize the outgoing solution radiated by a compactly supported source. Then, we propose a Fredholm formulation with perfectly matched absorbing layers for approximating this outgoing solution. The convergence of the approximated solution to the exact one is proved, and error estimates with respect to the parameters of the absorbing layers are derived. Several significant numerical examples are included. 
problems involve wave radiation and convection, adding to the complexity of defining an adequate condition. Many studies have been conducted in this field over the last thirty years, and various methods have been developed. Some are based on the localization of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map [12] , or on asymptotic expansions of the far-field solution [2] , or on the use of characteristics [25] . Alternatively, buffer or sponge layer techniques can also be used, in which outgoing waves are damped through artificial dissipation [13] or grid stretching and filtering [9] in a region adjacent to the artificial boundary.
In this work, we make use of absorbing layers in the manner of perfectly matched layers (PML), which were introduced by Bérenger [5] in the context of computational electromagnetics. A major difference between the PML and other buffer zones is that they are designed in such a way that, at any angle of incidence, waves are transmitted with (theoretically) no reflection. While PMLs have already been used in aeroacoustics (see, for instance, [19, 18, 24, 1, 20] ), the applications were concerned with the linearized Euler equations solved in the time domain. In a previous paper [3] , we dealt with the PML for the convected Helmholtz equation (that is, in the frequency domain) in a waveguide and proved the well-posedness and convergence of the method. However, that model being scalar, acoustic waves were the only ones taken into account, whereas the main difficulty when applying the PML in aeroacoustics lies in the appropriate treatment in the layers of the entropy and vorticity waves, which are both convected downstream of the mean flow.
The model used in this paper is the one introduced by Galbrun [14, 23] , which is based on a Lagrangian-Eulerian description of the perturbations, in the sense that the Lagrangian perturbations of the quantities are expressed in terms of Eulerian variables with respect to the mean flow, and it assumes small perturbations of an isentropic flow of a perfect fluid. The model consists of a linear partial differential equation involving the Lagrangian displacement perturbation. This equation, being of second order in time and space, is amenable to variational methods, which is not the case for the hyperbolic system of linearized conservation laws usually solved in aeroacoustics simulations. However, its resolution by standard (i.e., nodal) finite element methods is subject to difficulties quite similar to those observed for Maxwell's equations in electromagnetism [7] . We previously proposed a regularized formulation of the Galbrun's equation in a uniform flow and time-harmonic dependence [8] that allowed the use of nodal finite elements for the discretization of the problem.
In the present article, we discuss the use of the PML method to solve the radiation problem of a perturbation source placed in a two-dimensional guide in the presence of a uniform mean flow. The outline is the following. The problem to be solved is introduced in section 2. In section 3, we characterize through a limiting absorption principle the unique solution which represents the periodic regime. The problem with PMLs is posed and analyzed in section 4 and its convergence is subsequently proved in section 5 via the combined use of vector potentials and scalar modal analysis. Finally, numerical applications are presented in section 6.
The physical problem posed in an infinite waveguide
We consider a displacement formulation for the propagation of acoustic waves in an infinite, rigid duct and in the presence of a uniform mean flow of subsonic speed v 0 . A time-harmonic dependence of the form exp(−iωt), ω > 0 being the pulsation, is assumed throughout the paper. The problem is then modeled by the following equation and boundary condition
where Ω and ∂Ω denote, respectively, the infinite duct of height l and its rigid walls (i.e., Ω = {(x 1 , x 2 ) ; x 1 ∈ R and 0 < x 2 < l}). In equation (1) , the letter D stands for the material derivative in the uniform flow 
An additional hypothesis is made on the compactly supported source f , which is assumed to admit the Helmholtz decomposition f = ∇g a + curl g h ,
where g a and g h are also compactly supported. From a physical point of view, the source term f is meant to contain an "acoustic" part g a , which generates irrotational perturbations (i.e., pressure fluctuations), and a vortical part g h , which creates hydrodynamic perturbations. Note here that curl f = the dual form of this operator when applied to vector fields.
The source f is also assumed to belong to the space H(curl; Ω). Of course, this assumption implies some regularity on g a and g h . In our case, sufficient conditions of regularity are g a ∈ H 1 (Ω) and g h ∈ H 2 (Ω).
The problem (1)- (2) admits an infinite number of solutions as long as an additional condition at infinity is not given. We are interested in the unique solution associated with the time-harmonic problem. In the next section, we characterize this solution through the study of a dissipative problem.
Well-posedness -the limiting absorption principle
The problem described in the previous section is not completely defined before the behavior of the solution at infinity is prescribed and the notion of an outgoing solution of this problem is specified. This will be done in a very natural manner, using the limiting absorption principle [11] . The underlying idea consists of considering the physical solution as the limit solution of a dissipative problem, which is well-posed due to the absorption.
The dissipative problem
A dissipative problem associated with (1)-(2) is readily obtained by replacing the real wave number k by a complex number k ε such that
where ε is a positive real number. The physical case then becomes the limiting case in which ε tends to 0. In what follows, we prove that the unique solution of "finite energy" (i.e., which belongs to the space H 1 (Ω) 2 ) of the dissipative problem converges as ε tends to zero in the H 1 loc (Ω) 2 sense to a limit, that will be called the "outgoing" solution of (1)-(2).
Study of the dissipative problem
We now consider the dissipative problem. We seek a function u ε in H 1 (Ω) 2 which solves the following equation with boundary condition
where the sesquilinear form a Ω (k ε ; ·, ·) is defined by
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Theorem 1 The variational problem (7) is well-posed.
Proof. Integrating by parts gives
We then have
Since M 2 < 1 and Im(k ε ) > 0, the sesquilinear form a Ω (k ε ; ·, ·) is coercive on H 1 (Ω) 2 , due to theorem 4.1 of [10] . It is also clear that this form is continuous on the same space. Moreover, estimate 49 (see the appendix) allows one to establish the continuity of the antilinear form simply by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The well-posedness of problem (7) is then a consequence of the Lax-Milgram lemma.
By construction, every solution of (3)- (4) belonging to H 1 (Ω) is a solution of (7). The converse statement results from the following theorem.
Theorem 2
The solution u ε of problem (7) is such that curl u ε = ψ ε .
Proof. Taking as test functions v = curl ϕ with ϕ ∈ φ ∈ H 3 (Ω) | φ | ∂Ω = 0 , we obtain, after some integrations by parts, and the use of boundary conditions of problem (7), the following orthogonality relation
Here H kε,M denotes the operator D 2 ε − ∆. By a density result (theorem 1.6.2 of [17] ), this relation holds for any function ϕ of
As in the proof of the preceding theorem, we have Ω ∂ϕ ∂x 1 ϕ dx ∈ iR, and we deduce that
Again, the surjectivity of the operator is a consequence of the Lax-Milgram lemma applied to the sesquilinear form (H kε,M ·, ·).
Corollary 1 Problem (3)-(4) has a unique solution in H 1 (Ω) 2 which is the solution of problem (7).
Proof. We choose v ∈ D(Ω) 2 ⊂ V (Ω) in the variational formulation (7) . Using integration by parts and the previous theorem, we obtain that the unique solution u ε of (7) verifies equation (3) in the distributional sense. The boundary condition (4) is also satisfied since u ε ∈ V (Ω).
Convergence of the dissipative problem
We will prove in this subsection that, if k is not a cut-off wave number for acoustic modes, the solution u ε of problem (7) converges in H 1 loc (Ω) 2 to a limit u as ε tends to 0. This limit is clearly a solution of (1)- (2) and, contrary to u ε , does not belong to H 1 (Ω) 2 , since it does not decrease a infinity. The proof of convergence is based on a Helmholtz decomposition of the field u ε and the use of convergence results for scalar problems.
Use of potentials
Let us consider the following problems: find ϕ ε a ∈ H 1 (Ω) such that
and: find ϕ ε h ∈ L 2 (Ω) such that
Both problems are well-posed. Indeed, problem (8) has been studied in [6] (theorem 1) and we obtain, using the regularity of g a and domain Ω, that its solution ϕ ε a belongs to the space H 2 (Ω). Problem (9) was dealt with in Lemma 1, the regularity of g h implying that ϕ ε h is in H 2 (Ω) (see the appendix). It then clearly follows that the function ∇ϕ ε a + curl ϕ ε h is a solution of (3)-(4) (or equivalently of problem (7)
and
Indeed, since the function g h is compactly supported, ϕ ε h vanishes on the boundary ∂Ω, which implies that curl ϕ ε h · n = 0 on ∂Ω. Hence, the uniqueness of the solution to (7) implies that
We now prove the convergence of the respective solutions of problems (8) and (9) as ε tends to zero.
Limit and convergence of the acoustic problem
In order to get the limit in H 2 loc (Ω) of ϕ ε a as ε tends to zero, we use some theoretical results previously established in [6] for scalar problems of the same type. First, problem (8) is equivalently set in a bounded domain Ω b (see figure 1) , which contains the supports of g a and g h and is situated in between two vertical boundaries Σ ± , respectively located at x 1 = x ± . To this end, we make use of the Dirichletto-Neumann (DtN) operators T N,ε ± , defined as follows (the superscript N refers here to the Neumann boundary condition in problem (14) ) where (11) β
with the following definition of the complex square root
and where
An equivalent formulation of problem (8) is then:
We now can formally derive a limit problem for (14) . Observe that, because of definition (12) , one has
Hence, the respective limits β ± n , ∀n ∈ N, of axial wave numbers β ε± n are simply defined by
The limit problem to be considered is then:
with the following obvious definition for the DtN operators
A proof of this theorem is available in [3] (theorem 2.2). We are now in a position to prove the convergence for problem (8) . The scalars k n , ∀n ∈ N, are the cut-off wave numbers of the modes.
Theorem 4
If k = k n , ∀n ∈ N, the solution ϕ ε a of problem (8) tends in H 2 (Ω b ) to ϕ a as ε tends to zero, ϕ a being the solution of (16) .
Proof. Theorem 4 of [6] gives the convergence of ϕ ε a to ϕ a in H 1 (Ω b ). We then have [16] ).
Limit and convergence of the hydrodynamic problem
The solution of problem (9) is explicitely given by the convolution product
, where the kernel G ε denotes the causal Green's function of the differential operator D 2 ε . Introducing
as the formal limit of G ε as ε tends to 0, one can show that
One has |ϕ
, and, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Using the convergence of
, we obtain as well, using classical properties of the convolution of distributions,
and deduce the following result.
Theorem 5
The solution ϕ ε h of (9) tends to ϕ h in H 2 (Ω b ) as ε tends to zero. 
Conclusion
We finally infer from theorems 4 and 5 the following result.
Theorem 6 If k is not a cut-off wave number, the solution u ε of problem (3)-(4) tends to
as ε tends to zero, where ϕ a is the unique solution of (16) and
The potential ϕ a can be extended via its modal expansion to the whole domain Ω. The field u is therefore also defined in the whole duct Ω, where it obviously satisfies the equations (1) and (2). This field u will be refered to in in the sequel as the outgoing solution of (1) and (2).
Corollary 2 The function
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that k is not a cut-off wave number, i.e., (18) k = k n , ∀n ∈ N.
Another characterization of ϕ h
We note that using the Helmholtz decomposition (10) of u ε in the regularized problem (6) would lead, as curl (curl ) = −∆, to the following problem for the hydrodynamic potential:
in place of (9) . Nevertheless, problems (9) and (19) are equivalent, since −∆ϕ ε h = ψ ε , but using the latter to find the limit of ϕ ε h as ε tends to zero is less natural and more delicate than what has been proposed in subsection 3.3.3. Still, we detail this alternative approach here, since it provides another characterization of the potential ϕ h , which will prove to be useful in what follows.
Notice that problem (19) is very similar to (8) , except for the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, which replaces the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition of (8), and for the right hand side term, which does not have compact support. To prove the convergence of this problem, we define a similar problem with compactly supported data, which then fits into the previous framework.
We first introduce a function ψ ε,∞ , which is the sum of two functions with separated variables and coincides with ψ ε downstream of the support of curl f . More precisely, if we set
Notice that ψ ε,∞ does not generally vanish upstream of the support of the source term g a , contrary to ψ ε .
Taking advantage of the particular form of ψ ε,∞ , one can explicitly determine a function ζ ε , which is a solution of the following problem:
which we seek of the same form, i.e.
This leads to the resolution of the two following problems
One can easily prove that problem (20) is well-posed in the space H 1 0 ([0, l]) and consequently compute the function B ε , which allows in turn to determine A ε (using the same argument) and to finally find the function ζ ε . Now using their explicit formulas (see the appendix), one can show a ε and b ε respectively tend to some functions a and b as ε tends to zero, which are related to ψ = curl u through the relation
We are then able to compute the respective limits of A ε and B ε , A and B, by simply solving similar problems. This way, we define the function
It is easy to see that ϕ ε h = ϕ ε h − χζ ε satisfies the following problem:
where
has a compact support contained in Ω b and therefore g ε h is compactly supported in Ω b . Using the DtN operators, this last problem may equivalently be rewritten as a problem set in
where the operators T D,ε ± are defined as (the superscript D refers here to the Dirichlet boundary condition in problem (22))
the numbers β ε± n being defined in (11) and
One can prove that this problem is well-posed, due to hypothesis (18) . It is now possible to pass to the limit as ε tends to zero in the same way as done for the acoustic potential ϕ ε a and finally show that
where ϕ h is the solution of:
and with the following definition of the DtN operators
Moreover, the function ζ ε obviously tends to ζ as ε tends to zero, and one has
By uniqueness of the limit, we conclude that
In conclusion, we derived two ways of characterizing the limit ϕ h of the potential ϕ ε h . We have shown in subsection 3.3.3 that the function ϕ h is the unique solution of (17) which vanishes upstream of the source. Besides, we have just demonstrated that ϕ h can also be defined as the sum ϕ h = ϕ h + χζ, where ϕ h is the unique (outgoing) solution of problem (24) .
Setting of the problem with perfectly matched layers
Our goal in this section is to develop a finite element method to compute an approximation of the outgoing solution u of equations (1) and (2) . To do so, we must address two main difficulties. First, this problem is set in an unbounded domain. Second, the operator in Galbrun's equation is not coercive, making the finite element method unstable.
As already seen during the study of the dissipative problem, the coerciveness can be restored by applying a regularization technique. On the other hand, we plan to use PMLs (see for instance [3] and references therein for a presentation of this methodology) in order to truncate the computational domain. A posteriori, the regularization will prove to be necessary, not only for the finite element method, but also for the PML method (see subsection 5.5).
In a previous paper [3] , we proved the convergence of the solutions of PML formulations of the scalar problem (16) . Two different models of PMLs were considered: a "classical" one, derived directly from Bérenger's original model, and a modified one, designed to avoid a possible growing of the solution in the downstream layer (due to the presence of the so-called inverse upstream modes). This last property will be useful for the vectorial problem at hand and the modified model (recalled in the next subsection) will be the only one studied.
The PML formulation
We introduce the bounded domain
The external boundaries of the layers Ω L ± are respectively denoted by
The so-called modified PML model consists of the transformation of the differential operator
in the governing equations of the problem. The complex function α is assumed to be unity in Ω b and, in order to simplify the subsequent study, constant and equal to the complex scalar α * , satisfying the following hypotheses
in Ω\Ω b (see [3] for a justification). More generally, the function α depends on the variable x 1 in the layers. For instance, in the original Bérenger's model, one has
where the real, positive function σ vanishes in Ω b . The function λ is assumed to be zero in Ω b and to be constant and equal to (27)
As a consequence of the transformation (25) , the various modified operators will now be indexed by α and λ. For instance, we have the following definitions
and so on. As seen in section 3, Galbrun's equation must be regularized in order to be numerically solved in a stable fashion by a nodal (i.e., H 1 -conforming) finite element method. The PML formulation of the problem is no exception to this rule. Consequently, we introduce a function ψ α,λ , defined as the unique solution of D 2 α,λ ψ α,λ = curl f in Ω, which vanishes upstream of the source. One can easily verify that ψ α,λ = ψ in Ω b and that, ∀(
We then pose the following problem for the approximated displacement field:
Well-posedness
We establish a variational formulation of problem (28):
Theorem 7 If the assumptions (26) is satisfied, the variational problem (29) is of Fredholm type.
Proof
where the sesquilinear forms a i Ω L (· , ·), i = 0, 1, 2, which are independent of λ, are defined by
and due to hypotheses (26), we have for
On the other hand, the forms a 1 Ω L (· , ·) and a 2 Ω L (· , ·) both define a compact operator on V (Ω L ), due to the compactness of the embedding of
The same argument is used to show that the bounded operator defined on
and l Ω L (·) are clearly continuous on their respective spaces, which ends the proof.
We now prove the equivalence between the variational formulation (29) and the following (strong) problem:
Lemma 2 There exists a strictly positive constant δ, depending on k, M and
Proof. Considering a test function of the form v = curl α,−λ φ with
, we obtain, after integration by parts,
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Knowing that the function ψ α,λ satisfies
we finally have
By a density argument, this equality is valid for any function
We finish this study by an existence and uniqueness result. In addition to hypothesis (18) on the wave number k, we now assume that
The need for this second assumption will be made clear in the next section. Proof. The problem being of Fredholm type, proving the existence of its solution amounts to proving uniqueness. Let us consider two solutions of problem (29) and let w denote their difference. By the previous lemma, there exists δ > 0 such that if L/|α * | ≥ δ then w a solution to the problem: find
We then consider the functionw(x 1 , x 2 ) = w(x 1 , x 2 ) e iλx 1 , so that curl α,0w = curl α,λ w e iλx 1 , and use the following result. Proof. The proof is simply adapted from the proof of theorem 2.9 of [15] . The fieldw then derives from a scalar potential φ, which is a solution of
where C is a complex constant. This last problem is well-posed if L/|α * | is large enough (to be proved later, see subsection 5.1). Besides, one can easily verify that φ ≡ − C k 2 is a solution of system (31) and, thus, the unique solution of the problem. As a consequence, one has w = 0 in Ω L .
Convergence results of PMLs for Galbrun's equation
Our objective is to prove that u L , the solution to (29), tends to u = ∇ϕ a + curl ϕ h in Ω b when the ratio L/|α * | tends to infinity. A natural idea is to introduce two approximate potentials ϕ L a and ϕ L h , which converge respectively to ϕ a and ϕ h and are such that u L = ∇ϕ L a + curl ϕ L h . We now briefly present a sketch of the convergence proof and point out several difficulties that need to be addressed in the analysis as well. Indeed, it appears there is not a unique Helmholtz decomposition for u L , which leaves us with the delicate task of choosing the adequate approximate potentials. Secondly, the "natural candidates" for these potentials satisfy scalar problems with boundary conditions that are, as we shall see, a priori unusual for PML problems.
Let us characterize the potentials ϕ L h and ϕ L a as the respective solutions of the following scalar problems:
The first step of the proof consists of showing that these two problems are well-posed. The field ∇ϕ L a +curl ϕ L h is then clearly a solution of problem (28), which establishes that u L = ∇ϕ L a +curl ϕ L h . It remains to prove the convergence of the potentials ϕ L h and ϕ L a to their counterparts ϕ h and ϕ a , using the convergence analysis previously done in [3] . However, problems (32) and (33) do not enter exactly the framework considered in this reference, for three main reasons. First, the boundary condition (32c) appears to be non-standard and possesses a non-homogeneous datum. Second, the right-hand side term in equation (32a) has a part of its support contained in the PMLs (we nevertheless observe both data are exponentially decreasing in the layers). Third, the boundary condition (33c) is not homogeneous. Notice this last condition links the potential ϕ L a to the tangential trace of curl ϕ L h on the boundaries Σ L ± . Since ϕ a satisfies an analogous problem with homogeneous boundary conditions, we expect this trace to tend to zero in order to be in a position to prove the convergence of the method. As a consequence, we will first investigate the convergence of ϕ L h and then that of ϕ L a . Before doing so, we first recall and give convergence results for scalar problems of the type of (32) and (33), but with compactly supported data and homogeneous boundary conditions.
Convergence results of PMLs for scalar problems
Some straightforward extensions of the results of [3] will be needed in the sequel. We do not detail their proofs here, as they are only slightly modified from the ones in the above reference.
We study the following model problem. Suppose g ∈ L 2 (Ω b ) is a source with compact support and consider the scalar field ϕ, which satisfies (34)
and an additional radiation condition at infinity, which selects the outgoing solution. As already seen in subsection 3.3.5, this (nonlocal) condition may be expressed through the DtN operators T D ± on Σ ± . In the following subsections, we give three PML formulations of this model problem, each one of them using a different boundary condition at the end of the layers. One should note that the results obtained here are still valid if a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is applied on ∂Ω and, for the sake of brevity, we do not duplicate the statements. Indeed, such a change induces only a modification of the modal basis that appears in the demonstrations, the sine functions (S n ) n∈N * , introduced in (23), being replaced by the cosine functions (C n ) n∈N from (13).
Problem A
We consider a PML formulation of problem (34) with a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on
Equation (35a) has to be understood in the distributional sense, so that it implies the following transmission conditions at the interfaces between Ω b and
In Ω b , the function ϕ L , solution to (35), is meant to be an approximation of ϕ, solution to (34). Adapting the proofs of [3] , one can easily show the
Lemma 3 Assume problem (35) has a solution. Then, this solution can be written as
in the layers Ω L ± , where γ
We easily check that the scalars (A ± n (±L)) n∈N are always defined. Actually, the denominator would vanish if
∈ 2πZ, but, due to assumptions (18) and (26), it is never zero and always has nonzero imaginary part. We are then able to write exact boundary conditions satisfied by ϕ L
which in turn yield, using the transmission conditions (36), exact boundary conditions satisfied by
Observe this formula does not depend on the value of λ * . Having in mind the comparison between ϕ L and ϕ in Ω b , we reformulate (35) as an equivalent problem posed solely in this domain:
On the other hand, problem (34) has the following equivalent formulation: find ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω b ) such that
Since, the scalars ν n (±L) tend to β ± n as L/|α * | tends to +∞ for any integer n, the operators T L ± converge in some sense to the operators T D ± . As a consequence, one can prove that problem (37) is wellposed if the ratio L/|α * | is large enough, as done in [3] . Moreover, we have the following convergence result (see [3] for a proof). (18) and (26) There also exists a constant C, depending on M and k, such that
Theorem 10 Suppose that assumptions
ϕ − ϕ L H 2 (Ω b ) ≤ C e −η L |α * | ϕ H 2 (Ω b ) , where (38) η = 2k 1 − M 2 min   − sin(θ) 1 − N 0 2 K 0 2 , cos(θ) (N 0 + 1) 2 K 0 2 − 1   , where K 0 = kl π √ 1 − M 2 , N 0 is the floor of K 0 (i.
e., the closest integer to K 0 which does not exceed it)
and θ = arg(α * ).
More generally, if the datum g is not compactly supported and/or if the Dirichlet boundary condition considered at the end of the layers is not homogeneous, it is still possible to prove the well-posedness of the approximated problem by simply using the Fredholm alternative and then deducing the uniqueness from the well-posedness of problem (37). 
Problem B
We now choose to impose the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition
instead of the previous Dirichlet boundary condition. In this case, the claim of Theorem 10 remains true if we furthermore assume that k = nπ l , ∀n ∈ N. Indeed, the sketch of the proof for the problem at hand is nearly identical to the preceding one, with instead the following values
Again, one can verify that the scalars (A ± n (L)) n∈N are always defined if the assumptions (18) and (26) are satisfied. Obviously, the scalar ν n (L) tends to β + n as L/|α * | tends to +∞ for any integer n. On the other hand, if there exists an integer j such that k = jπ l , then the corresponding axial wave number β + j vanishes and the scalar
Additionally, the well-posedness of problem (35a)-(39) in the more general case of a source g with non-compact support and/or if the boundary condition (39) is not homogeneous can be proved by means of the Fredholm alternative.
Problem C
We finally consider the following homogeneous condition
Theorem 10 is still valid. This time, in the proof, we have
Assuming hypotheses (18) and (26), one can check the scalars (A ± n (L)) n∈N are always defined in this case as well.
Contrary to both previous problems, the well-posedness of problem (35a)-(40) cannot be extended to the case of an arbitrary source term g, since the boundary condition (40) does not allow to write a variational formulation of the problem.
Well-posedness and convergence analysis for ϕ L h
Once again, the idea is to deal with an equivalent problem, whose source term is compactly supported and boundary conditions are homogeneous, and the approach previously used in subsection 3.3.5 is followed closely. This new problem then permits the construction of the solution via a modal decomposition.
We first introduce the functions ψ ∞ α,λ , such that,
, and ζ α,λ , such that,
, the functions a, b, A and B having been characterized in the subsection 3.3.5. We then set
where the function ϕ L h satisfies
Indeed, the quantity g h + ψ α,λ − D 2 α,λ (χζ α,λ ) − ∆ α,λ (χζ α,λ ) coincides with g h , since ψ α,λ and ζ α,λ respectively coincide with ψ and ζ in Ω b . This last problem is well-posed, due to the results of subsection 5.1 and we easily deduce the following result.
Theorem 11 If the ratio L/|α * | is large enough, problem (32) has a unique solution which is
as L/|α * | tends to +∞, and one has the following estimate
where the constant C depends on k and M and η is defined in (38).
Proof. We remark that, in the domain
The convergence result then directly follows from the subsection 5.1.
Corollary 3 Suppose assumptions (26) and (27) hold. The traces
More precisely, for L/|α * | large enough, one has the estimate
where the constant C depends on k and M , η is defined in (38) and θ denotes the argument of α * .
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and, if L/|α * | is large enough and after some majorizations,
the constant η being defined in (38). Thus, we have
We then deduce an estimate of this quantity using the convergence of ϕ L h to ϕ h in H 2 (Ω b ) and a trace theorem.
On the other hand, one has
Hence,
One can obviously obtain similar estimates on Σ L − and finally obtain the announced result. We emphasize here that this corollary is only valid for the PML model corresponding to the transformation (25) with the fixed choice (27) for λ * . Indeed, every propagative mode, and more particularly every inverse upstream mode, has to be damped in the layers in order to prove the claim. This appears to be quite different from the convergence results previously given in [3] and subsequently extended in the subsection 5.1, which are also true for the original Bérenger's model (i.e., for λ ≡ 0).
Well-posedness and convergence analysis for ϕ L a
Since the analysis done in section 5.1 was concerned with PML problems with homogeneous boundary conditions on Σ L ± , the only difficulty in proving the convergence of problem (33) comes from the nonhomogeneous boundary condition (33c). Consequently, the field ϕ L a is split in the following manner
As seen in subsection 5.1, both of these problems are well-posed. Moreover, the results of subsection 5.1.2 readily give the convergence of the solution ϕ L,1 a of problem (42) to ϕ a in H 2 (Ω b ) as the ratio L/|α * | tends to infinity.
We next prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4 If the ratio
where the constant C depends on k and M and the constant η is defined in (38).
Proof. We first set
The main tool of the proof is again a modal decomposition. Since the functions q ± respectively belong to H 1/2 (Σ L ± ), they can be written as
and we have
We look for a solution of problem (43) of the same form
which yields the following ODE's
with the boundary conditions
and the transmission conditions between Ω b and the PMLs
There are three different zones
Expressing the boundary and transmission conditions gives a 6 by 6 linear system to solve in order to obtain the coefficients (A ± n , B ± n , C ± n ). After some manipulations, we finally obtain
, and B
where z
Note that, due to assumption (30), the scalars B ± n are well defined. Using classical properties of propagative and evanescent modes, it is easy to show, for L/|α * | sufficiently large, the following estimates
the constant η being the one defined in (38).
Successively integrating (44) with respect to x 2 and x 1 and using the estimates above, we conclude that ϕ 
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Conclusion
The gathering of the preceding results yields the following inequality
and consequently allows us to state one final theorem, relative to the convergence of the solution of problem (28) when the ratio L/|α * | tends to infinity. (26) and (27) 
Theorem 12 Suppose assumptions
where the constant C depends on k, M and the solution u, the constant η being defined in (38).
Remark on the use of PMLs without regularization
Let us finally tackle the claim made in the introduction of section 4, namely that PMLs do not work without regularization. Indeed, assume that the approximated displacement field u L is computed as the solution of the following problem
completed by an additional boundary condition at the end of the layers, which can be chosen as
Other choices will produce the same type of results. Then, the function
is a solution of the following problem
If the PML model works, the field u L must converge to u in Ω b as the ratio L/|α * | tends to +∞, and, consequently, ψ L must converge to ψ = curl u in Ω b . We now show that this convergence does not hold. Indeed, the solution ψ L of problem (46) can be sought of the form
where ψ L solves the following problem
INRIA Using the expression of ψ α,λ derived above, we find that
Then, the expression of ψ L can be easily derived, by seeking a solution of the form
where the function a and the real number t need to be determined. By construction, the transmission conditions on Σ ± are automatically satisfied and we simply use the boundary conditions imposed on Σ L ± , which give us the two following identities
Clearly, we see that ψ L does not converge to zero as L/|α * | tends to +∞.
Numerical applications
We are interested in simulating the radiation of a compactly supported source situated in a two-dimensional rigid duct, problem for which no explicit reference solution is available. Nonetheless, we consider as a preliminary study the propagation of acoustic and vortical modes in order to validate the method.
Mode propagation in a rigid duct
Acoustic and vortical modes: some definitions
The so-called modes are solutions with separated variables of the homogeneous, non-regularized Galbrun's equation
with the rigid wall boundary condition u · n = 0 on ∂Ω.
These solutions are of two distinct kinds, called, respectively, acoustic and vortical modes. The acoustic modes are of the form
where C is a complex constant and the axial wave numbers β ± n are given by (15) . One can see that these fields are irrotational, hence their name. The acoustic modes associated to real valued axial wave numbers are called propagative and they are called evanescent otherwise. Propagative modes with positive (resp. negative) group velocity ∂ω ∂β are called downstream (resp. upstream) modes, since their energy propagates downstream (resp. upstream) of the mean flow. Finally, we have seen that there may exist modes with a positive group velocity and a negative phase velocity ω β , which are called inverse upstream modes. These modes are known to cause instabilities in PMLs in time domain applications (see, for instance, [24, 4] ).
The second "family" of solutions of Galbrun's equation consists of a continuum of fields such that
where C is a complex constant and ϕ denotes a scalar function belonging to H 1 0 ([0, l]). These solutions only propagate downstream and are called vortical modes, since they are divergence-free.
Description of the simulations
The following numerical simulations consist of solving problems similar to (28), with only one absorbing layer downstream (denoted by Ω L + on figure 2). Each problem was designed in such a way that one of the previously introduced modes is its exact solution. For the propagation of an acoustic mode, we have f ≡ 0 and ψ α,λ ≡ 0, the mode being imposed via a non-homogeneous condition on the boundary Σ − for the normal displacement u · n. In the case of a vortical mode, we still have f ≡ 0 and a nonhomogeneous boundary condition on Σ − , but the field ψ α,λ has to be computed a priori as the curl of the considered mode.
All computations were done with the finite element library MÉLINA [22] . We used P 2 Lagrange finite elements on a non-structured mesh and the length of the PML was equal to 10% of the length of the domain Ω b . As in the theoretical work already presented, the function α is constant in the layer and the argument of the complex number α * is fixed and equal 1 to − π 4 , its modulus |α * | being a parameter in the simulations.
Numerical results for acoustic modes
In the chosen configuration, characterized by the values l = 1, k = 8 and M = 0.4, six (i.e., three upstream and three downstream) acoustic modes are propagative. The curves plotting the relative error in the H 1 (Ω b ) norm for the computed displacement versus the modulus of α * for the propagative downstream modes are shown in Figure 3 . We observe that each curve contains a minimum plateau where the relative error is below a few percent. For large values of |α * |, the error increases due to the reflection at the end of the layer and behaves as theoretically predicted. For small values of |α * |, the method diverges, the mesh resolution being too coarse to adequately represent the modes in the PML medium, thus producing spurious numerical errors. Similar results were obtained for the propagative upstream modes.
We show in Figures 4 to 6 the contours of the components of the computed displacement for a value of |α * | such that the error of the method is below one percent.
Numerical results for vortical modes
For the study of the method on vortical perturbations, the transverse dependence of the modes is arbitrarily chosen as ϕ(x 2 ) = sin mπ l x 2 , where m is a given nonzero integer. In Figure 7 we show the 1 While apparently arbitrary, this choice simply makes the quantities − sin(arg(α * )) and cos(arg(α * )), which appear in the definition (38) of the coefficient η, equal. i) . |α * | that allow a good agreement between the exact and the computed solutions in the two cases are quite different. Indeed, the propagation constant of the vortical modes, which is equal to k than that of their acoustic counterparts. This fact may cause some discretization issues as |α * | becomes small 2 .
However, a compromise can be found by using a thicker layer. For instance, we have repeated the previous simulations with a layer of length equal to 25% of the length of the domain Ω b . The obtained results are presented in Figure 11 and one can now observe a partial match between the respective ranges of values of |α * | for which the relative errors are below a few percent. 
Radiation of compactly supported sources 6.2.1 Acoustic source
We next simulated the radiation of an irrotational, compactly supported source f , placed in the duct. This case happens to be more complex than the previous one because of the absence of any reference solutions, which would permit the measuring of the precision of the method and the choosing of an adequate value for the parameter |α * |. The real part of the components of the computed displacement field are shown in Figure 12 . The acoustic mode mainly radiated by the source is the one of index n = 2. The convective effect of the uniform flow can clearly be seen, as the wavelength of the computed solution is shorter upstream of the source than downstream. Note that these issues, related to the mesh size, appear as well without PMLs, when the speed of the flow is slow (i.e., when the Mach number M is close to 0) or at high frequencies (i.e., when the wave number k is large). RR n°5486
Rotational source
The simulation of the radiation of a compactly supported source which curl is nonzero is presented in Figure 13 . It is located slightly upstream of the center of the domain Ω b . One can observe the hydrodynamic wake generated by the source and convected by the flow, whose amplitude increases linearly with respect to the coordinate x 1 . The acoustic perturbations, whereas present, have a negligible amplitude compared to the vortical ones. Figure 13 : Contours of the real part of the components of the computed displacement field for the radiation of a vortical source (k = 8, M = 0.4, α * = 0.5(1 − i)).
A concluding remark on the non-regularized PML problem
We did some numerical experiments and confirmed that PMLs produce very bad results if used with a non-regularized formulation of Galbrun's equation. Although we previously stressed that the regularization step was necessary in order to obtain a reliable numerical solution, free of spurious modes when solving the problem with the usual nodal finite elements, it has been observed that approximations using quadrilateral-based Lagrange elements on structured meshes are not subject to spectral pollution and appear to be stable [21] . Therefore, we can assert that the large errors observed in the simulations involving the non-regularized equation are due to the PML method and not to the finite element method.
A Study of a second order transport equation
This appendix is devoted to the second order transport equation (5) , which is written here as (48) D 2 ε ψ ε = g, with g a compactly supported source belonging to L 2 (Ω). We know from Lemma 1 that equation (48) has a unique solution in L 2 (Ω). We also have the following result. 
